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A NEW CHAPTER 
IN A GREAT HISTORY.

COSTA FASCINOSA ANd COSTA CRUISES

Our history dates back over sixty years. We have taken millions of passengers on voyages 

to discover the most beautiful places in the world. And yet it has never become a matter 

of course. Whenever a new flagship joins Costa Cruise’s fleet, with her promise to make 

dreams and wishes come true – your dreams and wishes – our hearts are filled with pride 

and joy. We are the first to marvel as the splendour of Costa Fascinosa. She is the maximum 

expression of beauty on the seas, inspired by great operas and films, waiting to enchant 

you in a spellbinding world of charm and glamour, making you part of a never-ending show. 

On board Costa Fascinosa you will live sentiment and passion, magic and emotion. These 

are the feelings which have always inspired Costa Cruise’s ships and their cruises which 

are the stuff of passengers’ dreams. 
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The Costa Fascinosa is the largest cruise ship flying the Italian flag. This is also a reason for 

us to be proud: proud to give the world an example of Made in Italy. It is a great privilege 

which gives even greater responsibilities. As always in our history, every new ship is another 

step towards excellence, an opportunity to renew our commitment to keep getting better, 

seeking out and guaranteeing top quality technology, the highest standards of safety and 

respect for the environment alongside top class service which have made us the cruise 

market leader in Europe. 

Working hard to meet this challenge has brought us the most important vote of confidence 

we could ever wish for: 98% of our Guests are satisfied or very satisfied with their expe-

rience on board our ships. This is the greatest challenge we wish to maintain. And it starts 

with the Costa Fascinosa and her never-ending show. 
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Write the scenography for your holiday by yourself. You will be the director 

and will create a masterpiece. On Costa Fascinosa you will be actors and 

spectators in a never-ending show. You will be Rita Hayworth and Marcello 

Mastroianni. Tosca and Rigoletto. Set no limits to the thrill of becoming 

a legend and a beauty. Costa Fascinosa is waiting to enchant you with the 

magic of her voyages. Come on board. 

ThE lIghTS gO Up, ThE ShOw STARTS.
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ATRIO AmARCORd
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)
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The curtain rises on an unforgettable scene.
Diamonds may be forever, and you will long remember Amarcord 

Atrium where you will be received in a style worthy of a star. When you 

board the ship the Atrium, which soars inside the Costa Fascinosa from 

the third to the eleventh deck, gives you a breathtaking welcome. The 

diamonds take on various forms and promise spellbinding charm. You 

are greeted by sparkling light set against precious marble, metal and 

wood which create unique geometries. Red, silver, gold, an infinite play 

of light. From the panoramic lifts the effect is even more astounding: 

a show of opulence, elegance and modernity of which you will never 

tire. The first act in the never-ending show you will live on board. 

ATRIO AmARCORd
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)

OvERTuRE
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lIdO vIA COl vENTO
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lIdO vIA COl vENTO lIdO INCANTESImO

A fashion-setting Lido.
Via col Vento, Blue Moon, Incantesimo. The names of the Lidos on the Costa 

Fascinosa evoke emotion and passion. They are your open space on the 

sea, where you can breathe tang of the sea air and whet your appetite 

for dinner while the sun sets on an eventful, fun-filled day which you can 

already feel is going to be followed by an equally unforgettable evening. 

Later, listen to the voice of the moon: on Turandot deck, at Blue Moon Lido, 

the slogan is “let no-one sleep”. And if you really can’t stay up any longer 

because the day has been so full of activities on board and excursions on 

shore, and you are looking forward to a good night’s sleep, don’t worry, 

make your way to your cabin. After all, tomorrow is another day, full of 

discoveries and emotions. 

EMOTIONS uNDER AN OPEN SKY
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Moments of joy.
You’re the sport-loving type and can’t live without your jogging and games.

You’re the lazy type and can’t live without your deckchair and jacuzzi. 

You are on the Costa Fascinosa and you can do what you like. Aft there are 

1,000 metres at Via col Vento Lido, ready and waiting for you. Everything 

you need to relax: sunbeds, hydromassage pools, water games, and, 

of course, sun, sun, sun. On the same deck, at the centre of the ship, Blue 

Moon Lido has a triple show for you: a large swimming pool, an 18-metre 

maxi screen for the best films and the Magrodome, a semi-mobile crystal 

dome which, in case of rain, is uncovered to cover you. 

Two decks up, on Butterfly deck, the level of competition also rises, with a 

jogging track and a multisports court. 

SuN, RELAXATION AND SPORT
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lIdO vIA COl vENTO



A Lido for the children.
Early morning. The sun is shining, the sky is blue. It’s a perfect day on decks 

Tosca and Butterfly (and we all know how important it is to get off to a good 

start). Sweet Irma cautiously puts her little foot in the water to see how cold 

it is while the Water Park Brothers, as everyone now calls them, all dive in 

together to the shout of “SQUOOOK”. Having conquered Squok Lido after 

hours of jumping, diving games and treasure hunts, the children now move 

off into their exclusive Club: strictly for under 11s only! As soon as they are 

in the party starts, with karaoke and baby dances. 

At the same moment, once the younger brothers and sisters are settled 

and the parents are no longer in sight, on Turandot deck the appointed hour 

has come. “Boys and girls, the Teen’s Zone is ours!” Off limits to under 12s 

and over 17s. A swimming pool, dance lessons, never-ending videogame 

competitions, football tournaments, graffiti and body painting. The party 

never stops. In the evening mum and dad seem to win. “It’s dinner time!” 

“OK, alright, just a minute, we’re coming!” And the party starts again. 

CALLING ALL CHILDREN!
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wATER pARk
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Virtually real.
The Costa Fascinosa is also an incredible virtual amusement park which 

is able to give you intense, real experiences beyond your wildest dreams. 

The Grand Prix Simulator, a real racing prototype, will let you drive the most 

spectacular circuits in the Grand Prix. If this immediately sets you thinking 

of Steve McQueen in his famous role as a racing car driver then you are 

ready for the thrill of driving at high speed. 

The 37 most famous greens in the world are at your feet in the Golf Club on 

Butterfly deck: take your favourite iron and practise with the world’s most 

sophisticated Golf Simulator. 

In Stargate Club and elsewhere on board you will always find videogames 

to your taste. Last, but not least, the special effects will not fail to amaze 

you. At Cinema 4D Nuovomondo you will hear with your eyes, see with 

your hands. Impossible? Close your eyes and try to imagine it. Prepare to 

be amazed. 

THE SHOW IS DIGITAL 

gOlF SImUlATOR
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CINEmA 4d NUOvOmONdO

gRAN pRIX SImUlATOR
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gAllERIA ShOpS
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Boutiques and books.
Cruising & Shopping are on stage on Aida deck. Sail through the Galleria, 

among shops and boutiques, in search of something to wear which will 

make you a star of the stage on board, on your very own red carpet. The 

great designers of Italian and international fashion are ready to make you 

divas. And in addition to clothes the best in new perfumes and cosmetics 

await you in the Duty Free Boutique. If you would also like to add something 

unique to your store of emotions there is Costa Collection by Emilio Robba: 

marvellous, precious design items and accessories. If instead you prefer to 

leaf through a book the Bestseller Library is the perfect place for you. 

Provided with both a range of Italian and international volumes, in various 

languages and the Internet you can stay connected to events in the world 

even if you are on holiday and have decided to take a break. 

SHOPPING AND CuLTuRE 
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Il gATTOpARdO RESTAURANT
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)

Food is also part of the show.
Change everything so that nothing changes. Whether you are seated at Il 

Gattopardo Restaurant, the Tulipano Nero Restaurant, the Club Fascinosa 

Restaurant, the Otto e Mezzo Restaurant or at the exclusive Samsara 

Restaurant, whatever dish you choose, the pleasure is unique. From the 

opening lines - the starters - to the closing lines - dessert - the menu has 

been conceived to give you only the best. Whether you serve yourself at 

the buffet or you are waited on “a la carte”, the dishes are inspired by the 

great tradition of Italian and international cuisine, with the inclusion of a few 

typical recipes of the places which you will visit and for the delicacies of 

quality Mediterranean cuisine. It may happen that a masterpiece turns out 

to be a pizza. Just like the excellent pizzas you can find in the Pizzeria on 

Carmen deck, for when you want to take it easy and prefer a great Italian 

classic for all the family. 

LuNCH AND DINNER 
IN THE LIMELIGHT
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A good year.
Charm, elegance and beauty on the Costa Fascinosa are also a question of 

label. The wine list at your disposal in the restaurants and bars has been 

created to satisfy Guests who wish to find out about good wines and those 

who have already matured a passion for good wine, ranging from highly 

interesting, renowned Italian wines, such as Planeta, Felluga, Antinori, to 

French and Californian bottles. Would you like to go up a level? Choose your 

label from the selection in the cellar on board. Would you like to treat 

yourself to the best? Make yourself a present of one of the 133 bottles of 

exclusive Amarone Stella 2003 barrique which Aneri has made for Costa 

Cruises.
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FASCINOSA ClUb RESTAURANT
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)
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The bar above the sea.
“Gradisca”. The name of the deck on which there is Amarcord Bar is an 

invitation to remember and celebrate the Dolce Vita. It is one of the thirteen 

bars on the Costa Fascinosa where you can drink what you prefer, from 

coffee in the morning when you wake up to Moët & Chandon Dom Pérignon 

with a view of the sunset. Let us make a few suggestions. Bagdad Cafè, 

the Coffee&Chocolate Bar, to play out the dolce vita again among selected 

drinks, cakes and pralines. Malìa Classic Bar, for a Cuban or Tuscan 

cigar, a Matusalem Gran Reserva 15 year-old rum or a French cognac from 

1969. Blue Velvet Piano Bar, for the pleasure of listening to good music. At 

the cocktail hour, in the bars on board the beauty of the scene takes on 

an international flavour. Try the Italian aperitif if you want to stay with the 

classics: Bellini, Greco di Tufo or Cannonau accompanied by appetisers of 

mozzarella and dried tomatoes, Italian ham and seafood. Or try something 

new: Libanese, Greek, Spanish, Asiatic, Indian… until the end of the world. 

INvITATION TO 
A COCKTAIL PARTY 

gRANd bAR TOpkApI
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)
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bAR ClASSICO mAlìA
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)
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ThE mIllIONAIRE CASINO 
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)
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Steal the scene.
Gradisca, Gilda and Aida. On the decks named after three prima donnas 

there is the queen of the show: Bel Ami Theatre. And what a theatre this is 

my friends. 

Purple and silver are the colours which light up the theatre and sparkling 

mirrors render the effect even more intense and magical. A show of 

luxurious, breathtaking beauty which by itself makes it worth being there. 

Then when the footlights illuminate the stage and the actors come on 

stage, the entertainment is at the same level as the best of Broadway and 

the standing ovation is already in the air. And you will be both actors and 

spectators. If you prefer to steal the scene by trying your luck the The 

Millionaire Casino is your magic place. The film by Danny Boyle won eight 

Oscars. The best we can wish is that lady luck is equally generous with you. 

bEl AmI ThEATRE
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)

ENTERTAINMENT
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bAbYlON dISCO
(VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE)

Dance your blues away.
Do you remember Saturday Night Fever? Forget it. Because on the Costa 

Fascinosa every night is right to let yourself go on the dance floor of Babylon 

Discotheque. And the night is always young, whatever your age. You haven’t 

danced for twenty years? Seize the day and let yourself go. Do you usually 

dance alone? Now start dancing in company. Feel the rhythm, let yourself 

be transported by the sound waves and the light on the videowall, invent 

the steps inn your own personal choreography, meet people from all over 

the world who, like you, speak the universal language of dance. In Angelo 

Azzurro Dance Hall your muse is Marlene Dietrich: and naturally the music 

changes. A more relaxed rhythm, elegant, sophisticated atmospheres, style 

and great class also in the Chéri Lounge. And there is also dancing at Topkapi 

Grand Bar, at Blue Velvet Piano Bar, under the stars on the open decks…

FuN IN MOTION 
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The stage is set for beauty.
To render the reality of every moment you spend on board magical. 

To transmit that extra something which makes things, places and people 

extraordinary, their appeal and beauty absolute and legendary. This was 

the spark that inspired the thirty eight artists who created their works of 

art for the Costa Fascinosa. The result is an incredibly eclectic collection, 

made up of divas/non divas/ex divas, Lolitas and Aphrodites, queens and 

dancers, some slim, ethereal women, others of opulent, generous form, 

tragedy and melodrama, reminders of the magazines of the 1950s and 

of the fleeting figures of fashion journals, the Dolce Vita of Fellini and the 

magical realism of Borges. From the public areas to the Suites, beauty 

is represented in its infinite forms uniting, as a red thread, sculptures, 

paintings, mosaics, ceramics, drawings, photographs and digital images. 

Let yourself be enthralled, with sense and sensibility.

APPEALING ART

CASAgRANdE&RECAlCATI, dREAm lOvER
gRANd bAR ENTRANCE

ElOISA gObbO, dOlCE vITA - hAll AmARCORd
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mARCO gRASSI, lUCY - hAll AmARCORd
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Never-ending wellness.
Concentrate on your body. Free your mind. And let yourself go. In the cruise 

world Samsara Spa is now a legend to which new pleasures are added 

every day. Six thousand square metres of the most spectacular spa on 

the sea. All for you. A world of utmost wellness, sophisticated, intimate, 

exclusive. Thalassotherapeutic swimming pool. Turkish bath, Tepidarium, 

Sauna and Solarium. Treatment inspired by the ancient ayurvedic rituals 

to set in perfect balance Vata (air), Pitta (fire) and Kapha (earth), the three 

elements of your harmony. Steam, essences, precious oils, aromatic 

herbs, stones which warm your body and soul, the magical touch of 

professional, expert hands. Let go and rediscover the clear stream 

of your nature. Samsara is also a special Restaurant with a creative 

menu conceived to satisfy your desire for wellness also at mealtime. 
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Make peace.
Harmony, pleasure, reflection, beauty. Don’t content yourself with the usual 

sauna. Each treatment will take you into another dimension. The power of 

water, the energy of the sea, the sound of the waves: thalassotherapy will 

hypnotise you. Your skin and face will long thank you for the steam bath 

with clay soap and the facial treatment, and on contact with the warmth 

of the stones a never-ending wave of warmth will run along your back. In 

the Winter Garden, the Tantric Ceremony will reawaken your senses. On the 

open decks you will be able to greet the sun with yoga and loosen up with 

pilates. And if you haven’the found what you are looking for yet, say the 

magic word: Shirobhyanga. And a perfumed oil will slowly run down your 

forehead, as the gentlest of caresses. 
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SAmSARA gRANd SUITE 
wITh OCEAN vIEw vERANdA
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Hospitality is sacred.
Samsara Cabins or Suites: your key to experience absolute wellness on the 

sea. You will enjoy unique privileges and benefits: direct, unlimited access 

to the thermal area, the thalassotherapeutic pool, the relaxation area and 

dedicated restaurant. You will be protagonists in the ancient, suggestive 

ritual of the tea ceremony and have an exclusive wellness packet included. 

Would you like to make it perfect? Reserve one of the six Suites with a private 

veranda and jacuzzi and a terrace on the sea with a hydromassage bath. 

EXCLUSIVE TO SAMSARA CABINS AND SUITES 
Shower filter (which removes chlorine particles and other impurities in the 

water: your skin will be softer, smoother and better hydrated as a result - 

Special bathroom kit - Ionizer (in the Suites) - Essence diffuser - Bathrobe, 

towels, sheets and pillowcases in organic cotton - choice of pillows “à la 

carte” - Scale - Mini-bar and room service light products and menus - Selection 

of teas to make in the cabin - Slippers. 

SAMSARA CAbINS AND SuITES

SAmSARA gRANd SUITE 
wITh OCEAN vIEw vERANdA
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A world apart.
Close the door to the rest of the world. The temptation is strong if you 

have opted for a Suite, a Panorama Suite or a Grand Suite. As the most 

exclusive box in a famous theatre, the best place from which to enjoy 

your show, among works of art, open space and unique privileges: priority 

boarding, personal butler, preferential service at the restaurant, dinner in 

your cabin, exclusive hydromassage, pillows “à la carte” and much more 

besides. The cabins with a private balcony on the sea give you your very 

own panoramic view every day, from sunrise to sunset and beyond. If, on 

the other hand, you don’t want to miss out on one minute of the never-

ending story on board the Costa Fascinosa and want to spend as little time 

in your cabin as possible, the interior Cabins are the ideal choice: the rates 

are lower but the comfort is the same. 

SuITES AND CAbINS

Grand Suite with Ocean View Balcony (2 to 4 people)

planimetry: 42 mq
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Ocean View Balcony (from 2 to 4 people)

Ocean View (from 2 to 4 people)

planimetry: 21 mq

planimetry: 18 mq
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The show continues on shore.
The Costa Fascinosa show is never-ending on shore too. From the Greek 

islands to South America, from seven days in the Mediterranean to twenty 

one across the Atlantic, each itinerary will charm and amaze you with its 

beauty. The selected cruises on the next few pages will accompany you in 

2012 and 2013 to the lands of the sirtaki, the flamenco, the samba and the 

tango: the choreography and the soundtrack of your unique musical.

Salvador de Bahia, Santa Sofia, the Blue Mosque and the Gran Bazar in Istanbul, 

the Natural pools and the beaches of Maceiò, Alcazaba and Gibralfaro in 

Malaga: Unforgettable places which will long remain with you. 

Your most Fascinosa holiday.

mACEIò - bRAzIlISTANbUl - TURkEY

ITINERARIES
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bUENOS AIRES - ARgENTINA

SAlvAdOR dE bAhIA - bRAzIl

mACEIò - bRAzIl
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Greece and Croatia.
Board in Venice and Bari.

GREEK ISLANDS 

The brightest blue and the purest white: the colours of Santorini 

and Rhodes will deck your emotions in the most beautiful colours 

of the sea and the typical architecture of the Greek islands. 

In the year of the Olympics in London you can disembark at 

Katakolon and see the legendary Olympus where it all started. 

Before arriving in Greece join the excursion to Alberobello near 

Bari to see the famous trulli and join our tour of Dubrovnik, once 

of Venetian fame, and visit its magnificent historical centre, now 

a Unesco heritage site.

8 dAYS - 7 NIghTS

Venice

Bari

DEPARTING 2012 MAy  JuNE  July  AuGuST  SEPTEMBER  OcTOBER  NOVEMBER
 4 11 18 25

 5 12 19 26  7 14 21 28  4 11 18 25  6 13 3 10 17 24 31  2 9 16 23 30

 6 13 20 27  3 10 17 24  5 12  2 9 16 23 30  1 8 15 22 2921 28

22 29

INFORMATIONS

Documents: 
see our website for info on documents requirements
www.costacruise.com/documents

Cabins and  Suites:                                    
find out about the pleasure of a wellness cruise on
www.costacruise.com/wellness

DATE ITINERARy ARR DEP

1° VENICE (Italy) (emb. from 13.30) 17.00
2° BARI (Italy) (emb. from 15.00) 12.30 18.30
3° OLIMPIA/KATAKOLON (Greece) 12.00 18.00
4° SANTORINI (Greece) 08.00 18.00
5° RHODES (Greece) 08.00 18.00
6° cruising
7° DUBROVNIK (Croatia) 08.00 13.00
8° VENICE (Italy) 09.00

Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon

dUbROvNIk - CROATIA

Venezia

Bari

Dubrovnik

Santorini

Rodi

Olimpia
Katakolon

*Limited number of places available. Rates for all 
categories available on www.costacruise.com  
and from your Travel Agent. 
Information on request. Price (per person, in double cabin) 
is based on Pronto Price rates in interior cabin cat. I1 referred 
to the 12 November 2012 departure. Harbour taxes are 
excluded; the service charge must be paid on board at the 
end of the cruise. Insurance not included.

prices starting

pRONTO
pRICe

cruIse oNly
479*from

€
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Venezia

Bari

Dubrovnik

Smirne

Istanbul

Olimpia
Katakolon

INFORMATIONS

Documents: 
see our website for info on documents requirements
www.costacruise.com/documents

Cabins and  Suites:                                    
find out about the pleasure of a wellness cruise on
www.costacruise.com/wellness

8 dAYS - 7 NIghTS 10 dAYS - 9 NIghTS

Venice Venice

Bari Bari

DEPARTING 2013 APRIl MAy  JuNE  July  SEPTEMBER  OcTOBER  DEPARTING 2013 July AuGuST
 5 12 19 26  3 12 21 30

 6 13 20 27  4 13 22 31 1 3 10 17 24  9 16 23 30

 2 9 16 23 30  8 15 22 29

 7 14 21

 6 13 20  7 14 21 28  7 16 25

 8 15 22 29  8 17 26

DATE ITINERARy ARR DEP

1° VENICE (Italy) (emb. from 13.30) 18.00
2° BARI (Italy) (emb. from 12.30) 11.30 14.30
3° OLIMPIA/KATAKOLON (Greece) 08.00 13.00
4° IZMIR (Turkey) 08.00 14.30
5° ISTANBUL (Turkey) 07.30 18.30
6° cruising
7° DUBROVNIK (Croatia) 12.00 17.30
8° VENICE (Italy) 10.00

Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

DATE ITINERARy ARR DEP

1° VENICE (Italy) (emb. from 13.30) 18.00
2° BARI (Italy) (emb. from 12.30) 11.30 14.30
3° OLIMPIA/KATAKOLON (Greece) 08.00 13.00
4° ATHENS/PIREO (Greece) 08.00 17.00
5° IZMIR (Turkey) 08.00 14.30

Transit Dardanelles (Turkey) evening
6° ISTANBUL (Turkey) 08.00 -
7° ISTANBUL (Turkey) - 18.00

Transit Dardanelles (Turkey) evening
8° cruising
9° DUBROVNIK (Croatia) 12.00 17.30
10° VENICE (Italy) 10.00

Venezia

Bari

Dubrovnik

Smirne

Istanbul

Atene
Pireo

Olimpia
Katakolon

Cruise 2013 - Greece, 
Croatia and Turkey.
Board in Venice and Bari.

SANTORINI - gREECEADRIATIC & AEGEAN

*Limited number of places available. Rates for all categories available on www.costacruise.com and from your Travel Agent. 
Information on request. Prices (per person, in double cabin) are based on Pronto Price rates in inside classic cabin referred to the 7 April 2013 and 7 July 2013 
departure. Harbour taxes are excluded; the service charge must be paid on board at the end of the cruise. Insurance not included. Valid from 24/11/2012. 
The allocation of cabin categories indicated in these pages comes into force on 24/11/2012. For cruises prior to this date please see the cabin details 
in the Annual catalogue 2012. Positions and sizes are the same.

prices starting

pRONTO
pRICe

cruIse oNly
489*from

€

prices starting

pRONTO
pRICe

cruIse oNly
989*from

€
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Savona

Madera
Casablanca

Marsiglia
Barcellona

Tenerife

Recife
Maceió

Salvador Bahia

Ilheus

Rio de Janeiro

Santos

France, Spain, Portugal,
Madera, Canaries and Brazil.

vOYAGE TO
SOuTH AMERICA

DATE ITINERARy ARR DEP

24/11 SAVONA (Italy) (emb. from 13.00) 17.00
25/11 MARSEILLES (France) 08.00 13.30
26/11 BARCELONA (Spain) 08.00 17.00
27/11 cruising
28/11 CASABLANCA (Morocco) 08.00 22.00
29/11 cruising
30/11 MADERA (Canaries) 08.00 17.00
1/12 TENERIFE (Canaries) 08.00 17.00
2-6/12 cruising (5 days)
7/12 RECIFE (Brazil) 13.00 23.00
8/12 MACEIÓ (Brazil) 08.00 14.00
9/12 SALVADOR DE BAHIA (Brazil) 08.00 23.00
10/12 ILHEUS (Brazil) 08.00 17.00
11/12 cruising
12/12 RIO DE JANEIRO (Brazil) 08.00 18.00
13/12 SANTOS (Brazil) 08.00

Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu

24 November 2012dePArTINg:

A transatlantic voyage such as this is one of the most beautiful gifts you 

could give yourself for winter 2012. Sail to the South American summer 

of Brazil and marvel at the wonders along the way: Marseilles, Lisbon, 

Madera, Tenerife. The best way to prepare yourself for the most spectacular 

showplaces of them all - Rio de Janeiro and Salvador de Bahia. And if 

you choose to leave in March 2013, the emotion follows the opposite 

route with the addition of Greece and Croatia.

20 dAYS - 19 NIghTS departing from Savona

RIO dE jANEIRO - bRAzIl

prices starting

pRONTO
pRICe

cruIse oNly
599*from

€
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Brazil, Canaries, Madera,
Spain, Greece and Croatia.

vOYAGE FROM 
SOuTH AMERICA

DATE ITINERARy ARR DEP

17/3 SANTOS (Brazil) (emb. from 13.00) 18.00
18/3 RIO DE JANEIRO (Brazil) 08.00 19.00
19/3 cruising
20/3 ILHEUS (Brazil) 08.00 19.00
21/3 SALVADOR DE BAHIA (Brazil) 07.00 18.00
22/3 MACEIÓ (Brazil) 12.00 23.00
23/3 RECIFE (Brazil) 08.00 13.00
24-28/3 cruising (5 days)
29/3 TENERIFE (Canaries) 09.00 17.00
30/3 MADERA (Canaries) 09.00 17.00
31/3 cruising
1/4 MALAGA (Spain) 08.00 18.00
2-3/4 cruising (2 days)
4/4 LA VALLETTA (Malta) 12.00 18.00
5/4 CORFU (Greece) 14.00 19.00
6/4 DUBROVNIK (Croatia) 08.00 13.00
7/4 VENICE (Italy) 09.00

Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon

Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

Venezia

Dubrovnik

Malta
Corfù

Madera

Tenerife

Malaga

Recife
Maceió

Salvador Bahia

Ilheus

Rio de Janeiro

Santos

17 March 2013dePArTINg:22 dAYS - 21 NIghTS departing from Santos

mACEIò - bRAzIl

INFORMATIONS

Documents: 
see our website for info on documents requirements
www.costacruise.com/documents

Cabins and  Suites:                                    
find out about the pleasure of a wellness cruise on
www.costacruise.com/wellness

*Limited number of places available. Rates for all categories available on www.costacruise.com  and from your Travel Agent.
Information on request. Prices (per person, in double cabin) are based on Pronto Price rates in inside classic cabin referred to the 24 November 2012 
and 17 March 2013 departure. Harbour taxes are excluded; the service charge must be paid on board at the end of the cruise. Insurance not included. 
Valid from 24/11/2012. The allocation of cabin categories indicated in these pages comes into force on 24/11/2012. For cruises prior to this date please 
see the cabin details in the Annual catalogue 2012. Positions and sizes are the same.

prices starting

pRONTO
pRICe

cruIse oNly
799*from

€
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Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay.

bETWEEN SAMbA 
AND TANGO

DATE ITINERARy ARR DEP

1° SANTOS (Brazil) (emb. from 13.00) 18.00
2° RIO DE JANEIRO (Brazil) 08.00 17.00
3°-4° cruising (2 days)
5° BUENOS AIRES (Argentina) 12.00
6° BUENOS AIRES (Argentina) - 17.00
7° PUNTA DEL ESTE (Uruguay) 08.00 18.00
8° cruising
9° PORTOBELO (Brazil) 10.00 18.00
10° SANTOS (Brazil) 08.00

A dancing holiday, from the exuberance of Brazil to the elegance of Argentina, 

visiting the most beautiful cities in South America, Rio de Janeiro and Buenos 

Aires. And sopping off at Punta del Este, the Montecarlo of Uruguay, for an 

exclusive cocktail of Latin America and luxury.

Rio de Janeiro

Santos

Buenos
Aires

Punta
Del Este

Portobelo

pUNTA dEl ESTE - URUgUAY
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RIO dE jANEIRO - bRAzIl

10 dAYS - 9 NIghTS departing from Santos

DEPARTING 2012 - 2013 DEcEMBER  JANuARy  FEBRuARy  MARch
 3 12 21 30  7 8 17 2616 25

INFORMATIONS

Documents: 
see our website for info on documents requirements
www.costacruise.com/documents

Cabins and  Suites:                                    
find out about the pleasure of a wellness cruise on
www.costacruise.com/wellness

*Limited number of places available. Rates for all categories available on www.costacruise.com  and from your Travel Agent.
Information on request. Price (per person, in double cabin) is based on Pronto Price rates in inside classic cabin referred to the 4 January 2013 
departure. Harbour taxes are excluded; the service charge must be paid on board at the end of the cruise. Insurance not included. 
Valid from 24/11/2012. The allocation of cabin categories indicated in these pages comes into force on 24/11/2012. 
For cruises prior to this date please see the cabin details in the Annual catalogue 2012. Positions and sizes are the same. 

prices starting

pRONTO
pRICe

cruIse oNly
899*from

€
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9

1

4
3

7

6

8

10

36
35

34

33

32

31

27

30
28

29

26

23

25

24

22
21

19 20

18

17

14

13

12

16

15

11

22

24

26

25

27

23

21 Jogging Track

Waterpark

Solarium

Internet point

Multisports Court

The Millionaire Casino

Babylon Disco

29

31

33

32

34

30

28 pizzeria

Fascinosa Club restaurant

Tulipano Nero Buffet restaurant

Angelo Azzurro Ballroom

Blue Velvet piano Bar

Chéri Lounge

Lido Via col Vento

2

4

5

6

3

1 Bel Ami Theatre

Samsara Spa

Venus Beauty Centre

Samsara Cabin

Samsara Suite with Ocean 

View Veranda

Grand prix Simulator

8

10

12

11

13

9

7 Golf Club

Ocean View Cabin

Galleria Shops

Amarcord Atrium

Lido Incantesimo

Samsara restaurant

Card room

15

17

19

18

20

16

14 Otto e mezzo restaurant

Blue Moon Balcony

Lido Blue Moon

Grand Bar Topkapi

Bagdad Cafè

Club Stargate

Cinema 4D Nuovomondo
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2

5

DISCOvER 
COSTA FASCINOSA

36

35

Think of a number and make a wish: you will see it come true on board. While 

you are waiting, get to know the Costa Fascinosa and the public and private areas 

at your disposal on the thirteen decks of the ship open to Guests, from Bel Ami 

Theatre at the fore and Il Gattopardo Restaurant at the aft, from 524 cabins with 

private balcony to 58 Suites all with private balcony and 12 Samsara Suites with 

direct access to the Spa.

ANgElO AzzURRO bAllROOm*

* VIrTuAL rEprODuCTION TEChNIquE

pizzeria

Fascinosa Club restaurant

Tulipano Nero Buffet restaurant

Angelo Azzurro Ballroom

Blue Velvet piano Bar

Chéri Lounge

Lido Via col Vento

paradise Now Atrium

Il Gattopardo restaurant

SAmSARA gRANd SUITE 
wITh OCEAN vIEw vERANdA

RESTAURANT TUlIpANO NERO*
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DECK PLANS
DOrOThy
BuTTErFLy

TOSCA
TurANDOT
CArMEN
MArLENE
zIVAGO
TANCrEDI
AIDA

GILDA
GrADISCA
rIGOLETTO
IrMA

DECK 12 BuTTErFLy

DECK 14 DOrOThy

DECK 11 TOSCA DECK 10 TurANDOT

Grt: 114.500 t 
Length: 290 m  
Width: 35,5 m
Cruising speed: 21,5 knots  
Max speed: 23 knots

www.costacruise.com/fascinosa

  single cabin
 h  cabin for disabled guests
  interconnecting cabins
 E  lift

kEY

*Valid from 24/11/2012. 
The allocation of cabin categories indicated in these pages comes into 
force on 24/11/2012. For cruises prior to this date please see the cabin 
details in the Annual catalogue 2012. Positions and sizes are the same. 

CAbIN gRAdES* 

INSIDE cABIN 
 classic Irma, Rigoletto, Zivago,

 Tancredi, Marlene, Rigoletto
 Premium Rigoletto, Tancredi, Zivago,

  Marlene, Carmen 
 Samsara Turandot

OuTSIDE cABIN OcEAN VIEW 
 classic Irma, Rigoletto
 Premium Irma, Zivago, Tancredi,

  Carmen, Rigoletto 

OuTSIDE cABIN OcEAN VIEW BAlcONy 
 classic Tancredi 
 Premium Tancredi, Zivago, Marlene,

  Carmen 
 Samsara Turandot, Tosca 

SuITE 
 Mini Suite with Ocean View Balcony 

 Tancredi, Zivago, Marlene
 Suite with Ocean View Balcony 

 Zivago, Carmen
 Grand Suite with Ocean View Balcony 

 Zivago
 Samsara Suite with Ocean View Balcony 

 Turandot
 Samsara Suite with Ocean View Veranda 

 Turandot
 Samsara Grand Suite with Ocean 

 View Verand
 Turandot
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DECK 9 CArMEN DECK 8 MArLENE DECK 7 zIVAGO DECK 6 TANCrEDI DECK 5 AIDA DECK 4 GILDA DECK 3 GrADISCA DECK 2 rIGOLETTO DECK 1 IrMA

E E
E E
E E

E E
E E

E E
E E
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Sailing gently across the water.
On the Costa Fascinosa there is a band that plays all your music: broad and 

fast, perfect for a wireless connection to the web. For the true tech addicts 

it is possible to rent an i iPad on board, so that you can surf by the pool and 

find out about the details of the next excursion.

Would you like a really carefree holiday? The interactive totems scattered 

at strategic points around the Costa Fascinosa are a pleasant surprise: 

you can book and buy for all the main services on board when you want. 

To guess where you are going for dinner just click and your table is booked. 

TECHNOLOGY ON bOARD 
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